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Abstract

A context-aware service can recognize users’ contexts (such
as location, interests, or status) and deliver appropriate con-
tent prepared by content providers to appropriate users at the
appropriate times according to each user’s context. Many pro-
totype systems for context-aware services have been proposed
and they deliver content to users whenever the delivery con-
ditions attached to the content are matched with a user’s con-
text. However, these systems do not work well as the number
of pieces of delivered content increases, resulting in strong dis-
satisfaction by both the users and the content providers.

In this paper, we propose Agile Content Delivery Schedul-
ing (ACDS) to balance both the content provider’s needs and
the user’s, using a balanced distance-based action selection al-
gorithm. We evaluated the performance of ACDS in a simula-
tion and showed that ACDS is twice better than previous work
under some conditions.

Keywords Context-aware Service, Mobile Computing, Hu-
man Factors

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Recently, there has been considerable interest in services that
can recognize users’ contexts (such as location, interests, or
status) and deliver appropriate content to appropriate users at
the appropriate times [1]. We call this type of service acontext-
aware service.

Figure 1 shows an example of a context-aware service for use
in an urban area. The content provider, a sports shop owner in
New York, plans to deliver three types of sales advertisements
for sales on May 13th and 14th: a standard advertisement, an
advertisement with an attached discount coupon, and an ad-
vertisement with an attached special discount coupon. First,
the owner categorizes the target customers into four context-
based customer groups:Customerred for potential customers
who live in New York and who have an interest in sports,
Customerblue for the regular customers of the shop mem-
bers,Customergreen for customers who walk near the shop
and who have an interest in sports, andCustomerpurple for
the regular customers of the shop members who pass near the

shop. Next, the owner registers the advertisements into a deliv-
ery system along with the intended delivery plans. Finally, the
delivery system sends the advertisements based on the delivery
plans.

• May 6th (a week before the sale):

A regular advertisement is delivered to theCustomerred

group, and the advertisement with a discount coupon is
sent to theCustomerblue group.

• May 13th (first day of the sale):

An advertisement with a discount coupon is delivered to
the Customergreen group, and an advertisement with a
special discount coupon is sent to theCustomerpurple

group.

• May 14th (final day of the sale):

An advertisement with a special discount coupon is de-
livered to theCustomerpurple and theCustomergreen

groups.

Many prototype systems which provides such context-aware
services have been proposed for use in cities [2][3][4][5], uni-
versity campuses [6], tourist sites [7], shops [8], offices [9], and
hospitals [10]. Most of them deliver content to users whenever
the delivery conditions asscoiated with the contents matches
the user’s context [11]. However, as the use of such content
increases, naive delivery approaches can trigger large numbers
of spam-like deliveres and potentially annoy or even anger po-
tential customers [12]. A user only wants to receive reason-
able amounts of actually valuable content for each user, be-
cause the number of contents that he/she is willing to see is
limited [13][14]. Massive numbers of deliveries cause users to
stop looking at the delivered content. In constract, a highly lim-
ited delivery approach delivers little content and makes content
providers unsatisfied, because they want to deliver their content
to many users who satisfy the delivery conditions so that many
target users will see their content [13]. In general, it seems im-
possible to completely satisfy both the content provider’s de-
sires and the user’s, because the desires of both sides are in-
compatible. A delivery approach is needed that balances both
the content provider’s desires and the user’s.
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Figure 1: An Example of Context-aware Service

1.2 Our Contribution

In this paper, we propose Agile Content Delivery Scheduling
(ACDS) for scalable context-aware services. ACDS runs on the
delivery system and takes appropriate actions for the candidates
to balance both the content provider’s desires and the user’s,
by using a balanced distance-based action selection algorithm.
We design ACDS, evaluate the performance against the present
naive scheduling in a simulation, and show that our approach is
effective.

This paper is structured as follows: We describe the design
in Section 2. Section 3 evaluates our proposed scheduling in
a simulation. Related work is discussed in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude in Section 5 with a summary of our results and
consider issues that still remain to be addressed.

2 DESIGN

2.1 Architecture

Figure 2 presents a our hypothetical system, a context-aware
service system, based on [15]. It consists of two types of
clients, a mobile client and a content subscription client, and
one server, a content delivery server.

2.1.1 Mobile Client

Each user carries a mobile device on which a mobile client pro-
gram is running. Each mobile client has the following attributes
for content delivery.

Figure 2: Context-aware Service System
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• user location: Each mobile client is position-aware by
using localization technologies (such as GPS [16], WiFi
[17], Bluetooth [18], or GSM [19]), and is equipped with
a wireless network interface that can communicate with
a content delivery server. Each mobile client periodically
acquires location information and sends it to the content
delivery server.

• user preferences: The user preferences are in a list of
personal information, such as interests (e.g. forshopping,
dining, cafe) and statuses (e.g.at the office, at home, on
the train). Each user can select preferences when subscrib-
ing for content-aware services.

2.1.2 Content Subscription Client

A content provider creates the content and sends it to the con-
tent delivery server that uses a content subscription client to
request delivery to users. The content is referenced as a URL
string that links to the content provider’s website. The follow-
ing attributes must be specified with the content as for the de-
livery conditions.

• delivery area: A delivery area is a square region. The
content cannot be delivered when theuser locationis not
within its delivery area.

• delivery time period:The content is delivered only in the
delivery time period. For example, if the delivery time
period is defined as 9:00 am to 6:00 pm on August 22
for some content, the content is a delivery candidate only
during that time period.

• delivery target preferences: Some preferences of the
users are specified for efficient deliveries. The number of
matched attributes affects the content delivery scheduling
described below.

2.1.3 Content Delivery Server

A content delivery server manages both content and users and
has the role of delivering content to users according to the con-
tent delivery scheduler. The content delivery server delivers the
content using such services as SMS (Short Messaging Service),
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), and Internet mail ser-
vices, as in [20].

2.2 Agile Content Delivery Scheduling

2.2.1 Overview

Our proposed content delivery scheduler, ACDS, runs on a con-
tent delivery server (Figure 3). There is a content queue for
each mobile device to store delivery candidate content.

ACDS can select from four types of actions for each pair
of a piece of content and a user: content aggregation, content
reordering, content discarding, and content delivery.

• content aggregation

All of the following conditions must be satisfied before a
piece of content is enqueued into the content queue for a
user.

Figure 3: Content Delivery Scheduler

– The size of the queue is less than the maximum size.

– The current time is within the delivery time period
of the content.

– The user location of the mobile client is within the
delivery area of the content.

– The user preferences of the mobile client match the
delivery target preferences of the content.

• content discarding

A piece content in a content queue is discarded when any
of the following conditions is fulfilled.

– The current time is later than the delivery time period
of the content.

– The user location of the mobile client is outside of
the delivery area of the content.

– The user preferences of the mobile client do not
match the delivery target preferences of the content.

• content reordering

A piece of content in a content queue can be reordered
according to the content priority score for each user. The
content priority score is calculated for each user according
to the number of matched preferences.

• content delivery

Some content from the content queue is packed into a mes-
sage and the message is delivered to the mobile device.
Each piece of delivered content must satisfy all of follow-
ing conditions when the content is delivered.

– The current time passed more than a delivery interval
time from the last delivered time.

– The current time is within the delivery time period
of the content.
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– The user location of the mobile client is within the
delivery area of the content.

– The user preferences of the mobile client match the
delivery target preferences of the content.

A content reordering and a content discarding are always
performed whenever their conditions are satisfied, because they
are useful for both the content provider and the user. In con-
trast, content aggregation and content delivery should consider
balancing the desires of both the content providers and the
users.

There are three types of events that can trigger actions: a new
content subscription event, a context update event, or a time
progress event. ACDS attempts to select appropriate actions
from the action candidates when one of these events occurs.

• New content subscription event

A new content subscription event occurs when a content
subscription client adds a content to a content delivery
server. Action candidates are content aggregation, content
reordering, or content delivery for each pair of content and
user.

• Context update event

A context update event occurs when a mobile client re-
ports user location changes or preferences updates to a
content delivery server. Action candidates are content ag-
gregation, content reordering, content discarding, or con-
tent delivery for each pair of content and user.

• Time progress event

A time progress event periodically occurs at time inter-
vals set by the content delivery server administrator. The
action candidate is content discarding for each pair of con-
tent and user.

Figure 4 shows an example of the scheduling. There are
three content queues in the content delivery scheduler on the
content delivery server,ContentQueue1, ContentQueue2,
and ContentQueue3 for MobileDevice1, MobileDevice2,
andMobileDevice3, respectively. A new content subscription
event is reported to a content delivery scheduler when a content
subscription client sendsContent, then the scheduler takes
actions. First, forMobileClient1, the scheduler enqueues
Content into ContentQueue1 (content aggregation), packs
three pieces of content into MMS message, and delivers it to
MobileClient1 (content delivery). Next, forMobileClient2,
the scheduler enqueuesContent into ContentQueue2 (con-
tent aggregation), and swaps it with the second content (con-
tent reordering). Finally, for MobileClient3, the scheduler
dequeues the third content (content discarding).

2.2.2 Balanced Distance-based Action Selection

ACDS must take appropriate actions for both content providers
and users in action candidates for content aggregations and
deliveries. For example, in Figure 4, there are 6 action can-
didates, a content aggregation forMobileClient1, a con-
tent delivery forMobileClient1, a content aggregation for

Figure 5: Balanced Distance-based Action Selection

MobileClient2, a content delivery forMobileClient2, a con-
tent aggregation forMobileClient3, and a content delivery
for MobileClient3, The scheduler takes 3 actions with the
candidates, a content aggregation forMobileClient1, a con-
tent delivery forMobileClient1, and a content aggregation for
MobileClient2.

We propose a balanced distance-based action selection al-
gorithm for taking appropriate actions with action candidates
(Figure 5).

We define two types of index values,Indexcp andIndexu,
that measure the desires of a content provider and a user re-
spectively, based on system parameters, such as the number
of delivered pieces of contents, the size of a content queue, the
content priority score, and the number of matching preferences.
Each action candidate can be expressed as a pair of anIndexcp

and Indexu. Next, each index value is normalized into the
range of 0 to 100 with the functionsfcp andfu, respectively.
We can compare desires of the content providers and users di-
rectly with this normalization procedure. An ideal action which
fully satisfies the desires of both the content provider and the
user is scored as(Indexcp, Indexu) = (100, 100). We cal-
culate theBalanced Distanceof each action candidate, which
shows the distance between the action candidate and the ideal
action.

BalancedDistance =√
(100 − fcp(Indexcp))2 + (100 − fu(Indexu))2

The balanced distance for each action candidate is compared
with Threshold, and a candidate whose balanced distance is no
more thanThresholdis selected.
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Figure 4: An Example of the Scheduling

With our balanced distance-based action selection algorithm,
suitable actions for both the content provider and the user can
be selected.

3 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ACDS using a
simulation.

3.1 Simulation Environment

3.1.1 Parameters

There are four types of simulation parameters: domain, user,
content, and delivery.

• domain

The simulation domain that users and contents are as-
signed to is fixed as a square whose height and width
are Spacedomain meters. Each simulation period is
Perioddomain minutes, and a simulation time passes ev-
ery Intervaldomain minutes. We assume that the event
for content delivery is only a context update event for user
location update.

• users

Numberuser users are generated and randomly placed
in the domain. Each user randomly chooses at least
one preference from theNumberPreferenceuser pref-
erences for user preferences. The users walk around the
domain according to the Smooth Random Mobility Model
[21], which makes the movement traces of mobile people
more realistic than typical approaches that use stochas-
tic principles for direction and speed control. The walk-
ing speed of the user changes randomly in the range of

1
2AverageSpeeduser to 3

2AverageSpeeduser m/s every
Intervaluser minutes. The user location is reported ev-
ery Intervaluser minutes, so a context update event oc-
curs everyIntervaluser minutes.

• content

There randomly assignedNumbercontent pieces of con-
tent in the domain at the start. At least one preference
is selected from theNumberPreferencecontent prefer-
ences as a delivery target preference. The delivery space
of the content is set as a square whose size isSpacecontent

meters. The delivery time period for the content is also
fixed atPeriodcontent minutes. A content priority score is
calculated asNumberofOverlappedPreference × 10.

• delivery

A maximum ofMaxNumberdelivery pieces of content in
a content queue whose maximum size isMaxSizequeue

can be delivered to a user everyIntervaldelivery minutes.

Table 1 shows the values of the simulation parameters.

3.1.2 Scheduler

Three types of content delivery schedulers were used for com-
parison purposes on the same simulation domain, two ACDS
schedulers whose threshold values are 15 and 25, respectively,
and a naive scheduler that takes as many action candidates as
possible without selecting from the candidates.

We used the following indexes to select appropriate action
candidates for content aggregations and deliveries.

• Indexcp for content aggregation: the size of the content
queue
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Default Range

Spacedomain 10,000 NA
Perioddomain 480 NA
Intervaldomain 10 NA
Numberuser 1,000 500 to 5000
AverageSpeeduser 40 NA
Intervaluser 10 NA
NumberPreferenceuser 10 NA
Numbercontent 1,000 500 to 5,000
Spacecontent 2,000 NA
Periodcontent 180 NA
NumberPreferencecontent 10 NA
MaxNumberdelivery 3 1 to 10
MaxSizequeue 50 NA
Intervaldelivery 20 NA

• Indexcp for content delivery: the number of delivered
pieces of content

• Indexu for content aggregation: the content priority score
of a pieces of enqueued content

• Indexu for content delivery: the average of the priority
scores of the delivered content

Each index is normalized by using normalized functions:

• fcp for content aggregation{
100, for Indexcp ≤ MaxSizequeue

0, for Indexcp > MaxSizequeue

• fcp for content delivery
100, for Indexcp ≥ MaxNumberdelivery+1
90, for Indexcp = MaxNumberdelivery

80, for Indexcp = MaxNumberdelivery − 1
75, for Indexcp = MaxNumberdelivery − 2
0, for Indexcp = 0

• fu for content aggregation and delivery
90, for Indexu ≥ 30
80, for Indexu ≥ 20
70, for Indexu ≥ 10
50, for Indexu < 10

As a performance index in the simulation, we
used the number of expected clicks from the con-
tent, similar with the concept of Predicting Clicks
[22]. The number of expected clicks from the content,
NumberOfExpectedClicksFromContent, is calculated as
follows:

First, we assume that the expected click ratio ofUserj for
the receivedContenti, RatioOfContentiforUserj , is the
same as the content priority score for the user, calculated as
NumberOfMatchedPreference × 10. The average of the
expected click ratios forContenti for all of the received users,
AverageRatiosOfContenti, is calculated as

AverageRatiosOfContenti =∑NumberOfReceivedUsers
j=1 RatioOfContentiforUserj

NumberOfReceivedUsers

Next, the number of expected clicks forContenti,
NumberOfExpectedClicksFromContenti, is calculated
as

NumberofClicksFromContenti =

NumberOfDeliveredi ×
AverageRatiosOfContenti

100

Finally, the number of expected clicks for the content,
NumberOfExpectedClicksFromContent, is calculated as

NumberOfExpectedClicksFromContent =
NumberOfContent∑

i=1

NumberOfClicksFromContenti

3.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

3.2.1 The Number of Pieces of Content

First, we fixed the number of usersNumberuser at 1,000
and the maximum number of delivered pieces of content
MaxNumberdelivery at 3, and varied the number of pieces
of contentNumbercontent from 500 to 5,000. The results are
shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

Figure 6 shows that the most advantageous scheduler is the
ACDC scheduler with the threshold of 15 when the number
of pieces of content is 500 up to about 3,000 pieces, and the
ACDS scheduler with the threshold of 25 from 3,000 to 5,000.
From these results, we found that the proposed ACDS sched-
uler is more effective than the naive scheduler, but the threshold
value should be carefully chosen (The naive scheduler is actu-
ally better than the ACDS scheduler if the threshold is 25 when
the number of pieces of content is from 500 to about 1,000).

The results can be explained with reference to Figures 7 and
8. Figure 7 shows that the average of click ratios of all of the
schedulers is nearly stable regardless of the amount of content.
Figure 8 shows that the number of pieces of delivered content
tends to increase along with the amount of content and then
stabilizes at a certain time. The ACDS scheduler with thresh-
old of 15 continues to increase from 500 to 5,000. The ACDS
scheduler with threshold of 25 increases when the number is
500 to 2,000 is stable beyond 2,000. The naive scheduler is
stable from 500 to 5,000. The figures indicate that we have to
dynamically switch the threshold values of the ACDS sched-
uler along with changes in the number of pieces of delivered
content.

3.2.2 The Number of Users

Next we fixed the number of pieces of contentNumbercontent

at 1,000 and the maximum number of pieces of delivered con-
tentMaxNumberdelivery at 3, and varied the number of users
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Figure 6: The Number of Expected Clicks vs. the Number of
Pieces of Content

Figure 7: Average Click Ratio vs. the Number of Pieces of
Content

Figure 8: The Number of Pieces of Delivered Content vs. the
Number of Pieces of Content

Figure 9: The Number of Expected Clicks vs. the Number of
Users

Figure 10: Average Click Ratios vs. the Number of Users

Numberuser from 500 to 5,000. The results are shown in Fig-
ures 9, 10, and 11.

Figure 9 shows that the most advantageous scheduler is the
ACDS scheduler with the threshold of 15 regardless of the
number of users. From this result, we found that the ACDS
scheduler with the appropriate threshold value is the most ef-
fective one, but the threshold value should be selected carefully.
An ACDS scheduler with the threshold of 25 is almost the same
as the naive scheduler.

We can explain these results with Figures 10 and 11. Fig-
ure 10 shows that the average of the click ratio of all of the
schedulers is nearly stable regardless of the number of pieces
of content, even when the number of pieces of content is varied.
Figure 11 shows that the number of pieces of delivered content
continues to increase with the number of users and the order
does not change regardless of the number of users. The figures
indicate that we have to select an appropriate threshold value
for the ACDS scheduler considering the amount of delivered
content.

3.2.3 The Maximum Number of Delivered Contents

Finally, we fixed the number of pieces of content
Numbercontent at 1,000 and the number of usersNumberuser

at 1,000, and varied the maximum number of pieces of deliv-
ered contentMaxNumberdelivery from 500 to 5,000. These
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Figure 11: The Number of Pieces of Delivered Content vs. the
Number of Users

Figure 12: The Number of Expected Clicks vs. the Maximum
Number of Pieces of Delivered Content

results are shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14.

Figure 12 shows that the best scheduler is the ACDC sched-
uler with the threshold of 25 when the maximum number of
pieces of delivered content is 1 to 8, and the naive scheduler
when from 8 to 10. From these results, we found that the
ACDS scheduler with suitable threshold value is the best, but
the threshold value should be carefully selected

The results can be explained with Figures 13 and 14. Fig-
ure 13 shows that the average of the click ratio of all of the
schedulers is nearly stable regardless of the maximum number
of pieces of delivered content, as in the previous cases. Fig-
ure 14 shows that the number of pieces of delivered content
tends to increase with the maximum number of pieces of de-
livered content and becoming stable for the ACDS schedulers
while the number of pieces of delivered content continues to
increase with the maximum number of pieces of delivered con-
tent. The ACDS scheduler with the threshold of 15 increases
when the maximum number of pieces of delivered content is
from 1 to 3, and is stable beyond 3. The ACDS scheduler with
the threshold of 25 increases when the number is from 1 to 7
and is stable beyond 7. These results indicate that we have to
increase the threshold value of the ACDS scheduler when the
number of pieces of delivered content starts to become stable.

Figure 13: Average of Click Ratio vs. the the Maximum Num-
ber of Pieces of Delivered Content

Figure 14: The Number of Pieces of Delivered Content vs. the
Maximum Number of Pieces of Delivered Content
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4 SUMMARY

The ACDS (Agile Content Delivery Scheduling) that we pro-
pose in this paper provides context-aware content delivery
scheduling for large-scale context-aware services with a bal-
anced distance-based action selection algorithm, which takes
appropriate actions from the action candidates to properly bal-
ance both the content provider’s desires and the user’s. We
evaluated the delivery performance by comparing ACDS with
naive scheduling in simulations and showed that ACDS is twice
better than the naive scheduling under some conditions.

In this paper, our ACDS was evaluated in a simulation envi-
ronment. It would be useful to deploy ACDS in real environ-
ments and evaluate the performance. It would also be useful to
add in the factor of remaining time for the content delivery into
the balance distance based action selection algorithm, because
the remaining time should be one of key factors when selecting
appropriate actions.
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